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Abstract 
What is born, will die, the universal truth. Is that also true for another universe too or for the total multiverse system?  

According to Mr. Hugh Everett the universe is splitting every moment from its beginning during every individual incident and 

increasing its number continuously. This is the theory how they are born but what about their end? Will they only split and increase 

the number of parallel universes for ever and ever or the whole things are happening in some other pattern?  

Within this topic, we try to figure out the way how universes are behaves and interacts with each other. 
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Introduction 

From the theory of multiverse, we get to know that during every individual incident mother universe split into two or more 

parallel sister universe with verity of every possible result of the incident and in the next event sister universe turns  into mother 

universe split again. This process continued up to the end of time. This theory shows  that the number of universe continuously 

increases. But it questions about ‘the end of everything’ or how everything will end. In this paper the future of parallel universe 

and relations between them is discussed [1]. 

History and problem with the universes: According to Sir Hawkins, during every independent incident the universe split in 

every possible way with every possible result in it, where     the multiverses are born. 

Before Big-Bang as there is no universe, no time, any dimensions exist so no multiverse exists at that time. Then the Big-Bang 

happens and mother universe formed and then as time passes universe splits and splits and multiple universe born. And the 

number of universe increased time by time. This states that the number of parallel universes increasing in every moment in an 

organized chain reaction pattern (Figure 1). 

FIG. 1. Layout of multiverse as per general theory. 
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Scientists predict the end of universe by disappearing of atom by converting to energy at last stage and returns to ‘before Big-

Bang state’ again [2]. 

Analysis 

But there a question arises, it is the end of this universe, there are still a very higher number of universes presents in the same 

timeline. So, the state is not actually ‘before Big-Bang’ state. Then what will happen with these universes. Some will surely 

parallelly end with our universe, but the                    question is about others [3]. 

But Figure 1 questioned about the ‘end of everything’. As per this the number of parallel universes will never decrease. So ‘the 

end of everything’ will never happen. But according to universal rule what will formed, will end. So, in actual the number of 

parallel universes cannot increase eternally. There should be some other way how this thing is happening, where the formula 

brakes. 

In actual when two or more sister parallel universe formed from a mother universe, it separates on a specific dimension 

embedded on same space time. The difference along the dimension axis, increases or decreases depends on                       the events happening 

on the respective universe [4]. 

How much the variance between the universe increases it cause in increase in the axial distance along the dimension between 

them. And decreases in variance cause decrease their axial distance along the dimension [5]. 

And even if the variance between two or more sister universe decreases, which are from different mother universes, then also 

their axial distance decrease, which result these universes  come across each other. 

In that condition when the variance between them will be zero, both will be exactly identic in such case the axil distance between 

them along the dimension will be zero and both universe will fall across each other and marge to a single universe and this merged 

universe will follow the time path further (Figure 2). 

FIG. 2. Actual path of universe flow line. 

According to the above properties if any two or more random universe become exactly identical, they will merge to a single 

universe and that merged universe will follow the further time path [6]. 

And the merging of the random universe will not happen suddenly, it happens gradually, as their variance become decreases, 

they will be more identic and the axial distance between them along the dimension will be decreasing and the universes will 

come across gradually. And finally, when they become exactly identic, their axial distance become zero and they will fall across 

each other and merge to a single universe (Figure 3). 

http://www.tsijournals.com/
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FIG. 3. Tracking of merge path flow line. 

And this theory states if we could find any way to jump between the universes, It will require more effort or energy to jump to a 

universe which have more variance than to a universe which have          less variance. 

Conclusion 

Analyzing the above thesis, we can say that universes are splitting and at the same time they also merging. Splitting result 

increase their quantity by forming two or more copy of actual mother universe with the different effect of different possible 

result. 

At the same time merging decreasing their actual quantity by merging two or more identical universe to only one universe. It 

also states that, if travel from one universe to another will possible, then the required energy will depend on the states of both the 

universes. If variance between them is more, it will take more energy/effort and if variance is less, it will require less 

energy/effort. 
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